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Abstract 
The 3rd generation fire truck takes use of compressed gas as spraying medium. By way of the especially designed spraying device 
in the 3rd generation fire truck, the extinguishing agents mixed with compressed gas uniformly, are spraying to fire fields in 
microdots with high speed and high flux. The extinguishing agents’ microdots with high kinematic energy can penetrate into the 
flame and affront the flame with more interface areas. The extinguishing efficiency is improved significantly consequently. In a
fire fighting by the 3rd generation fire truck, fire can be extinguished more quickly, larger field of fire can be controlled, water 
damage and environmental pollution is decreased too. The 3rd generation fire truck can also help positive pressure ventilating, 
cooling fire, blowing and diluting the toxic smoke, and rescuing persons from the fire. Up to the present, different kinds of the 3rd
generation fire trucks have been successfully developed such as turbojet fire truck, water mist fire truck, compressed air-foam
A/B fire truck, aerosol fire truck, compound spraying fire truck and positive pressure ventilating truck etc. They are playing 
important roles in fighting fire in urban building, petrochemical enterprises, underground facilities, aircrafts and others.
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1. Introduction 
During Beijing Olympic Games, Beijing National Convention Center was well known as its curved novel 
architectural image and flexible usage functions. After Olympic games, the National Convention Center are turning 
into post-Olympic renovation. During the stage of building design in 2004, Fire safety design of the building had 
already considered both pre-Olympic and post-Olympic periods and got approval from the relevant fire department 
of Beijing. Based on the model of future operation, the operators change more details to the original post-Olympics 
schemes, so that some functional usage areas and the architectural layout have to be modified for satisfying with the 
requirements of the actual operate situation. This paper will mainly concentrated on those areas of redesign, which 
including the original retail area in basement level 1 that was changed to an exhibition gallery. Also the following 
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sections will clarify the fire performance-based design and provide the optimized fire safety design to the building 
for meeting the management level of fire protection of the building. 
2.Building Description 
To the intent of original post-Olympics, the usage function of B1 was designed as a retail area with total area of 
23ˈ000m² and 7.8m high.  According to the marketing demands, the retail area in B1 will changed to exhibition 
gallery which includes: exhibition hall with the area of 15700m² and exhibition lobby with the area of 7300m².The 
elevation of the building is shown in Figure1. 

Fig1: Elevation of the Development 
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3.Difficulties of Fire Design 
For reasons well-known to all, in case of fire, the visibility of underground will be impacted by fire smoke 
because the natural lighting condition was limited by the underground space. Thus, occupants will be impaired by 
the sense of direction when occupants evacuate from the large underground gallery. Again, poor natural ventilation 
of the underground space will cause some problems during evacuation such as lack of oxygen and more smoke 
production etc. These occurrences should significantly influent safety evacuation. So,  during the underground fire 
design, it is very important to arrange an available escape route and safety exits for making sure an environment 
safety under fire condition. 
To this reconstructed development, there are some fire design difficulties as follows: 1) Although the total area of 
exhibition gallery is over the relevant regulation of Chinese national fire code[1,2], fire wall could not be used for 
fire separation due to the usage function demands of exhibition gallery,2) Safety exits of the redesign floor layout are 
unevenly arranged so that the travel distance could not satisfied with the requirement of Chinese national fire code. 
4.Fire Design Strategy 
According to the original floor design, the basement level 1 of pre-Olympics and post-Olympics was designed as 
a large underground retail area. With fire wall, fire door or fire shutter, B1 retail area was separated into two areas, 
which are no larger than 10ˈ000m². To this reconstruction design, the operator are intending to change the 
underground retail area to exhibition gallery. The current floor plan is shown as Figure 2.   
Exhibition Hall 
Exhibition Lobby 
Fig2: Reconstructed Floor Plan of B1 Exhibition Gallery  
4.1 Means of Evacuation 
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In terms of the reconstruction design, occupant safety evacuation in exhibition gallery will be considered from the 
following aspects: 1)Independent stairwells were provided to every fire compartment, 2)Occupants along the 
exhibition hall and enter the exhibition lobby in case of fire, and 3)Occupants will continuous evacuate from the 
exhibition lobby and reach at the outdoor space. Thus, the exhibition lobby will be regarded as a semi-safety space 
which connects to outside plaza after providing fire safety design. That is, under fire condition, this fire strategy 
design will create a favorable condition for discharging occupants safely and effectively into the final safety area, the 
outdoor space.  
4.1  Layout of Escape Route
The following figure3 shows the escape route in the underground exhibition gallery. In case of emergency in  
which evacuation is required, occupants in exhibition hall should first arrive at the exhibition lobby which could be 
regarded as a temporary safety area that the occupants are removed from this temporary safety area and further 
evacuate to the open area.  
3ऎ
Main Entrance  Staircase Direct Exit Shared Exit  
Fig3: Escape Route of B1 Exhibition Gallery 
4.2Number of Occupant & Egress Width
The underground exhibition gallery was regarded as a assembly location, in the event of an emergency, an 
available escape route and effective evacuation width will be usefully discharge occupants into the final safety venue 
rapidly and safely. For calculating the number of occupants and the effective evacuation width, occupant load factor 
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becomes a very important design parameter. However,  the detail occupant load factor did not addressed in current 
Chinese national fire code and relevant Chinese design standard. In order to obtain a relatively reasonable data, 
during the stage of fire safety design, the selected occupant load factors were refer to the relevant international study 
such as: USA, Australia and Britain etc. Based on an overall consideration of the actual operation of the building, the 
occupant load factor of different countries as shown Table1 below. 
Table1  Comparison of Occupant Load Factor [4-6] 
Country/Area Location Ҏਬᆚᑺ/˄m2/Ҏ˅
Britain Exhibition Galleries 2 
Hongkong Museums, Exhibition Halls, Trademarkets & Display areas 2
Australia Art Galleries, Exhibition Halls, Museums 4 
USA˄ADB੠ STS˅ Exhibition Halls 1.5 
USA˄NFPA 101˅ Exhibition Halls 1.4 
New Zealand Exhibition Halls 1.5 
At the same time, several surveys were conducted for the existing exhibition gallery in China. Results of survey 
showed that a high flow of visitors usually happens in exhibition gallery especially for those theme show, for 
example: international auto show, housing show, oversea education show and the world trade show etc. The results 
also indicated that the occupant load of exhibition gallery is significantly higher than any other public buildings. 
After integrating all of these influencing factors, the occupant load factor were determinate on 2m2/person for this 
reconstruction building. The number of occupants and required egress width are listed in Table2 below. 
Table2  Number of Occupants & Required Egress Width 
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Zone Area(m²) 
Occupant Load Factor 
(m2/person) 
Number of Occupant
(P)
Required 
Egress Width
(m) 
Provided Egress 
Width/(m) 
Zone1 1677 839 8.39 15.4 
Zone2 1041 521 5.21 3.6 
Zone3 1919 960 9.60 11.1 
Zone4 1988 994 9.94 3.6 
Zone5 2000 1000 10.00 11.1 
Zone6 2000 1000 10.00 3.6 
Zone7 1965 983 9.83 9.3 
Zone8 1962 981 9.81 8.6 
Zone9 1149 575 5.75 5.4 
Sum 15701 
2
7853 78.53 71.7 
The above table illustrated that several egress width of the current reconstruction design could not satisfied with 
the required egress width. Therefore, to further demonstrate the feasibility of evacuation strategy, the computer-
based software package STEPS(Simulation of Transient Evacuation and Pedestrian Movements) will be taken to 
analysis and assess an effective evacuation strategy in the event of fire. 
4.3Evacuation Modelling 
4.3.1Required Safe Egress Time 
A number of researches showed that occupants will not move at the first time even if the warning of the fire is 
given. The actual movement of most occupants could be divided into three steps: recognition, response, and travel. 
As shown the following Eq(1) [3]:   
travpreaevac tttttRSET +++== det                                
Which˖ —— Required safe egress time (RSET) ˈs˗evact
               —— Detection timeˈs˗dett
                            —— Alarm timeˈs˗at
                    —— Pre-movement timeˈs˗pret
—— Travel timeˈsǄtravt
To ensure providing early warning to occupants, smoke detection system and fast response automatic extinguish 
system will be applied to this exhibition hall and exhibition lobby. After calculation the response time of the 
detection system in two areas, the earliest active time of the detector and alarm in exhibition hall and exhibition 
lobby are 115s and 80s respectively.   
   Moreover, the pre-movement time is described the time which the detector switch initiate, plus occupant 
response time. Generally the pre-movement time is dependent on the following parameters: type of occupancy, type 
of alarm available, complexity of the building and staff management. In the current Chinese national fire design code, 
no detailed description of the pre-movement time was useful as background information of RSET. Nevertheless, 
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some studies of China and oversea has pointed out that the emergency broadcasting system could effectively 
decrease the pre-movement time in case of a fire. Information on pre-movement time is available from the SFPE 
Handbook[4]  and is judged as 2min for this reconstruction building. 
4.3.2Evacuation Scenarios 
With the rapid development of high technology, the performance-based fire design approach to fire safety is 
becoming widely accepted internationally by approving authorities. In numerous methods of fire engineering, time-
line concept and fire scenario design are the important factors during means of evacuation design. This is due to the 
different location of fire that would have a negative effect on escape route. So, the fire scenario design should 
integrate the credible worse fire location to escape route planning. According to the current design, to the 
reconstructed building, the evacuation scenarios will be mainly considered in basement level1 with the fire location 
in the middle of exhibition hall and exhibition lobby respectively.  
For providing the direct visual effect of occupant movement in the reconstruction building, a computational 
evacuation program STEPS was conducted its safety egress time under several fire scenarios. STEPS (Simulation of 
Transient Evacuation and Pedestrian Movements) is a PC-based software package. It has been designed to simulate 
how people move in both normal and evacuation situations within complexes such as office blocks, shopping mall 
and underground space. The calculation algorithms are based on a grid system, where walls etc. are put in as 
obstruction. People are then added to the system in available predefined cells. The software describes the geometry 
of the space using a combination of decision and network-based models. The software shows evacuation in 3D 
graphical animation, users could rotate the model and using the zoom function to move in and out of the animation 
for a more detailed inspection and then optimize fire safety design. 
After comparing the results of egress time from the simulation of STEPS and hand calculation, the required safety 
egress time (RSET) is listed in Table3 as shown below.  
Table3  Required Egress Time 
Fire Location Detection Time/(s) 
Pre-movement 
Time/(s) 
Travel Time
˄s˅
Required 
Safety
Egress Time 
(RSET)/(s)
Middle of 
exhibition 
hall 
115 120 
342 
577 
Exhibition 
lobby 80 120 
530 730 
When RSET was carried out by evacuation simulation, it is very important for fire engineer to analysis the 
comparison of ASET and RSET for demonstrating if the occupants can escape the fire zone safely or not. So, the 
following Table4 has addressed comparison results for us.  
Table4  Comparison of ASET & RSET 
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Fire Location ASET/(s) REST/(s)
Margin of 
Safety
(ASET-
REST) (s) 
ok˛
Middle of exhibition hall 720 577 143 9
Exhibition lobby >1200 730 >470 9
4.3.3 Safety Analysis
Under conservative consideration on smoke simulation and evacuation simulation, the results of comparison in 
Table4 indicated that ASET is over RSET for providing occupant enough egress time to evacuate. On the other hand, 
it was indicated that a good smoke exhaust system has a positive impact on smoke extraction and supply-air system. 
Therefore, fire safety design is a comprehensive multi-discipline design in building. To this reconstruction building, 
the good mechanical  smoke management system plays a very important role during the case of an emergency 
condition.   
5. Conclusion 
On the basis of above demonstration, considering detailed exhibition gallery design and enhancing fire strategy 
such as semi-safety area identification, the exhibition lobby could be regarded as a temporary safety zone for 
providing a useful area to occupant evacuation. Again, solid fire wall totally separate exhibition hall from exhibition 
lobby and independent stairwells in exhibition hall design make a favorable conditions for evacuation in this 
construction building. 
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